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Executive Summary

Increasing automation for both IT and business processes continues to be a 
priority for organizations big and small. Organizations are encouraging auto-
mation, with 96% working toward more business process automation and 93% 
working toward more IT automation. However, less than 20% are assigning 
evangelists and creating Automation Centers of Excellence (ACoE). Automation 
is important to management and a goal for next year for 89% of respondents, 
however, only 31% are including increased automation as part of performance 
reviews. WLA is becoming a utility to facilitate automation orchestration for a 
broad range of use cases and supporting a broad range of stakeholders across 
multi-cloud environments. EMA believes WLA is a key component in achieving 
broader automation success.

This study was designed to look more closely at the organization of work-
load automation teams, how broadly WLA access and information are shared 
across the organization, and other human factors that could reveal the best 
practices of those achieving greater automation success. EMA conducted a 
web-based, email invite survey of 412 IT and business users of WLA software 
North America (US), Europe (UK, France, and Germany), and Asia (Singapore, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, and India).

The drive to public cloud and digitalization has put pressure on WLA software, 
and the efforts to keep WLA software modern and relevant have resulted in sig-
nificant new functionality and expanded use cases for WLA. Most major trends 
in IT impact the scheduling functions in IT operations and find their way into 
workload automation software. With each major trend in IT, new scheduling 
and orchestration needs arise. WLA has matured and adapted to meet these 
changing needs. 

The result is that today, there are many different types of processing orches-
trated by WLA. While traditional batch processing is still the largest category of 
jobs run each month (just over 11%), managing data pipelines and event-driven 
automation each make up nearly 10% of jobs. As the concept of a business day 
has blurred with near real-time processing, 24x7 ecommerce, and global oper-
ations across many time zones, calendar and time-based scheduling has given 
way to event-driven automation for many processes. With the explosion of 
online interactive applications, often in the form of webpages or mobile apps, it 
may seem like back office processing that requires scheduling would be declin-
ing significantly. The reality is that there are a lot of back office tasks required 
to keep these apps running and performing. Provisioning and configuring 
infrastructure is another area in which WLA is being deployed. Defining an 
environment required during development within WLA software can ensure 
consistency in how the environment is configured and can be repeated as code 
moves from development to test to production. WLA also plays a significant 
role in DevOps and release processes.

Many users from many disciplines across the organization are interacting with 
WLA, but only 14% of organizations feel they are serving all relevant stake-
holders. WLA is becoming more of a utility for many roles, even as the original 
operator functions remain important. Including more user types with access 
appropriate to their role will continue to allow more stakeholders across the 
organization to benefit from WLA. Custom portals defined within WLA, dash-
boards, and integrations to applications like ServiceNow, Slack, Teams, etc. are 
an important part in benefiting those outside of the traditional WLA login. The 
most advanced WLA products help developers quickly build out new processes 
and leverage WLA to speed deployment of new automation.
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Executive Summary

A central team responsible for the WLA software and supporting the broader 
WLA users is the most predominate organization structure and is the form of 
organization for 33% of respondents. Central oversight includes managing the 
WLA install, training users, setting naming standards and other best practices, 
and managing global job dependencies and conflicts. A central team handling 
all WLA functions is still a common form of organization and is used in 26% of 
organizations. Here, only these team members define jobs and interact with the 
WLA software, although dashboards or other reporting and alerts may be used 
to communicate with other stakeholders. About 40% of organizations also use 
several forms of decentralized organization. The most prevalent decentralized 
WLA teams are those specifically supporting ERP applications.

Centralized WLA teams are the most effective means of managing WLA, with 
the central oversight form providing the most effective democratization and 
the best results in job success rates and meeting SLAs. Organizations with cen-
tralized WLA teams tend to have executives with a better understanding of the 
WLA function. There is a high correlation between centralized teams and those 
identifying as more creative with automation. More executive involvement and 
understanding improve results. As IT continues to play a bigger role in business 
processes that reach outside the organization and impact customers directly, 
WLA will continue to adapt and become an even more important tool to orches-
trate automation across the enterprise. 
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Objectives, Methodology, and Demographics 

EMA conducted a number of research studies on the WLA market since 2013. In 
2013, 2016, and 2018, the focus was primarily on WLA products, features, and 
changing market needs. A 2019 research report studied the market beyond the 
enterprise-class WLA software and included those using OS or environment-
specific schedulers, such as Cron, Windows Task Scheduler, AWS Batch, etc. 
with the goal to understand the size of the market yet to adopt WLA software. 
Over the course of the 2018 and 2019 research, as well as dozens of interviews 
conducted for EMA Radar Reports on WLA, some organizations stand out for 
pushing the limits of what they achieve with WLA software. The attitude and 
approach to automation in these organizations is markedly different than most 
of their peers. This study was designed to look more closely at the organization 
of scheduling teams, how broadly WLA access and information is shared across 
the organization, and other human factors that could reveal the best practices 
of those achieving greater automation success.

Working with the study sponsors, EMA designed and conducted a web-based, 
email invite survey of 412 IT and business users of WLA software. While the 
predominant focus is on IT staff, business users were also included since more 
business users are monitoring and even kicking off workload processes as dash-
boards, alerts, and mobile access are extended to business stakeholders. To 
gain a global perspective, the study was conducted in North America (US), 
Europe (UK, France, and Germany), and Asia (Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, 
Vietnam, and India). Note that the 2019 study was the first to include Asia, 
but in 2019 China, Japan, and India represented Asia, and some differences in 
results are noted throughout this report where the individual country differ-
ences matter. 

IT staff, including individual performers, team leaders, managers, and direc-
tors, make up 53% of respondents. IT VP and IT CxO titles comprise 28%, while 
business managers, directors, and below are 9% and business VP and CxO titles 
are 10%. IT titles include operations (11%), security (7%), service management 
(13%), development (9%), and cloud platforms (5%). 

Geographic Distribution of Respondents

North America
31%APAC

36%

Europe
32%

53%

28%

9%

10%

IT

IT Executive

Business

Business Executive

Which of the following best describes your function
in the organization?

Sample Size = 412
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Objectives, Methodology, and Demographics 

All respondents had to have some involvement with scheduling workloads. 
Business users were only required to receive alerts and/or use dashboards with 
workload status information, with 8% identifying as dashboard users. IT exec-
utives needed to be involved in financial decision-making or use dashboards, 
while the remainder of IT staff were required to perform three or more sched-
uling-related job functions as noted in the charts. Financial decision-makers 
comprised 23% of survey respondents, with technical decision-makers repre-
senting 35% of respondents.  

Respondents represented companies with a total number of employees ranging 
from 500-999 (18%), 1,000-2,499 (28%), 2,500-4,999 (22%), 5,000-9,999 (15%), 
10,000-19,999 (7%), and more than 20,000 (11%). These companies included a 
wide range of industries, including manufacturing (15%); high-technology soft-
ware (14%); retail, wholesale, and distribution (12%); finance, banking, and 
insurance (10%); healthcare (6%); and government and education (6%). Twenty 
four percent of these companies have revenues of $1 billion or more, with 37% 
at $100 million to under $1 billion, 20% at $20 million to under $100 million, 
and 17% under $20 million.

35%

23%

11%

11%

8%

7%

6%

Technical decision-maker regarding
scheduling/workload automation

technologies

Financial decision-maker for
scheduling/workload automation

products

Evaluate scheduling/workload
automation-related

products/services

Recommend and specify
scheduling/workload automation-

related products/services

User of dashboards regarding
business applications managed by
scheduling/workload automation-

related products

System designer using
scheduling/workload automation as

part of a larger solution

Technical user/operator of
scheduling/workload automation-

related products

Role in Scheduling/WLA Non-Executive IT Job Functions Performedob Functions Performed

54%

50%

48%

46%

45%

42%

42%

42%

41%

39%

36%

35%

34%

Monitor workload performance

Handle scheduling/workload automation-
related SLAs

De�ne cloud architecture

De�ne infrastructure architecture

De�ne scheduling/workload automation job
rights and security

Handle change management for job work�ows

Gather job and work�ow requirements from
business owners

Perform root cause analysis for job work�ow
health & performance issues

Design new jobs and job work�ows

Install adapters for scheduling/workload
automation software to connect applications

Produce audit or SLA reports for job
work�ows

Patch and upgrade scheduling/workload
automation software

Document job work�ows

Sample Size = 412
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Expanding Use Cases for WLA 

The effort to keep WLA software modern and relevant has resulted in signif-
icant new functionality and expanded use cases for WLA. Most major trends 
in IT impact the scheduling functions in IT operations and find their way into 
workload automation software. Big data and the importance of data man-
agement is one such trend. The phrase “big data” was coined in 2005, and 
impacted IT operations significantly over the past 16 years. Anyone familiar 
with workload automation knows how this trend impacted scheduling func-
tions. This trend raised the importance of managed file transfer capabilities, 
increased the need for integration software, and created an entirely new eco-
system of software and processes surrounding Hadoop. WLA tools adapted 
to these needs and supported the needs of IT operations to better manage 
big data.

Another major trend is cloud computing. The phrase “cloud computing” was 
first used in 2006 and also impacted IT operations significantly over the past 15 
years. Workload automation adapted, embraced cloud computing, and became 
an important tool for many in managing their cloud environments and work-
loads. Use of WLA tools to configure public and private cloud environments is 
commonplace. This is one example of new capabilities built in to WLA tools 
by leveraging core WLA capabilities to automate the execution of machine-
level tasks and functions, and string them together in a logical and controlled 
stream. More importantly, cloud computing expanded the environments and 
locations of computing resources beyond the walls of a single data center or a 
single operating system. Many processes can span these various environments 
and WLA is key in visualizing and executing these processes across the various 
environments. The impact of cloud computing on WLA is addressed in more 
detail later in this report.

Both cloud computing and big data have spawned other significant trends. The 
power to handle big data is foundational in creating large datasets that drive 
machine learning today. WLA is adapting as machine learning is maturing. 
Cloud computing and (more gradually) the internet created easy and perva-
sive connectivity, driving entirely new categories of end-user applications and 
benefits, moving IT out of the back office and directly in the line of deliver-
ing customer services. One example is tracking shipments, something people 
take for granted today. It was UPS who first rolled out this previously inter-
nal-only information to end consumers in 1994. Today, they receive almost 40 
million tracking requests daily. Every major shipping operation now provides 
this information directly and automatically to consumers. This is one of hun-
dreds of examples of IT directly involved in customer services and business 
outcomes.

Not all such trends touch consumers directly. DevOps emerged in 2009 with 
the goal to create better coordination and cooperation between software devel-
opers and operations. WLA adapted to assist in this coordination and handoff 
from development to production with improved change management, release 
automation, and jobs as code, allowing developers to directly define scheduling 
parameters in their code. DevOps also contributes to IT moving closer to exter-
nal customers, but indirectly. DevOps done right can speed delivery of new 
applications, driving digital transformation. 
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Expanding Use Cases for WLA 

With each major trend, new scheduling and orchestration needs arise. The 
examples above are representative of a long list of such trends. The important 
point is that WLA has matured and adapted to meet the changing needs. The 
result is that today, there are many different types of processing orchestrated 
by WLA. While the traditional overnight batch processing is still needed, it is 
a much smaller percentage of the overall work orchestrated by WLA. In this 
study, EMA asked survey respondents about the types of jobs they orchestrate 
with WLA. While traditional batch processing is still the largest category of jobs 

run each month (11.2% averaged across all respondents), managing data pipe-
lines and event-driven automation are each nearly 10% of jobs. As the concept 
of a business day has blurred with near real-time processing, 24x7 ecommerce, 
and global operations across many time zones, calendar and time-based sched-
uling has given way to event-driven automation for many processes. Jobs 
triggered by an event like receipt of an email, receipt of a file, or an action taken 
by a user are on the rise.

What is the percentage of jobs run each month for each of the categories of job types?un each month for each of the categories of job types?

4.1%

4.3%

5.2%

5.4%

5.7%

6.9%

6.9%

7.0%

7.4%

7.6%

7.9%

8.9%

9.3%

11.2%

RPA orchestration

Container management

Disaster recovery functions

Embedded in applications

On-premises infrastructure con�guration

Data collection (e.g., IoT)

DevOps/Application release

Public cloud infrastructure con�guration

Background support for online interactive applications

Analytics and visibility

Work�ow automation and orchestration

Event-driven automation

Big data/managing data pipelines

Traditional scheduled batch processing

Sample Size = 412
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Expanding Use Cases for WLA 

Workflow automation and orchestration at 7.9% are other growing categories. 
The terms workload and workflow are often confused and misused, and there 
really is no good, all-purpose definition. In the world of business process man-
agement (BPM), workflow refers to the process or steps involved and workload 
refers to the work to be done—usually by a human. Workflow shows up in IT 
operations in service desk software and other human process-oriented func-
tions in which process flow, escalation, and other aspects are managed to get 
humans to complete a task. Workload automation focuses on the work to be 
done as well, but in WLA, the work is done by a machine. In workload automa-
tion, the workflow is really the job stream, which reflects the steps in a process 
to get to a specific outcome, and the workload is the work being done by the 
compute and other resources orchestrated by WLA. 

Why are these two terms showing up together in the context of workload auto-
mation? With the drive to automate more and more human tasks, work formerly 
done by humans in a workflow is being automated and done by a machine. This 
may require an integration to a workload automation software to launch a pro-
cess, such as integrating WLA with ServiceNow to cause a process to start or to 
get the status of a job, automating some of the steps to work and resolve a ticket. 
WLA software has also been expanded in ways to allow human interaction at 
certain points of a process depending on certain outcomes. Formerly human 
or mostly human workflows are being orchestrated from inside WLA software 
that controls work done by both machines and humans. It is all getting mixed 
together as organizations strive to increase automation. 

A large part of the original batch process work of IT was reporting. Today, 
analytics and visualization software carry much of this information, but unlike 
large, printed reports, this information can take the form of on-demand report-
ing, dashboards, and alerts. This reflects more granular reporting on a more 
frequent or on-demand basis. WLA is still involved in orchestrating this work. 
In this survey, 7.6% of jobs deliver analytics and visibility.

With the explosion of online interactive applications, often in the form of web-
pages or mobile apps, it may seem like back office processing that requires 
scheduling would be declining significantly. The reality is that there are a lot 
of back office tasks required to keep these apps running and performing. Files 

fill up, resources must be allocated dynamically based on traffic, and integra-
tions to share data with downstream processes require orchestration. WLA is 
often used to do this kind of work. This study puts that work at 7.4% of the jobs 
orchestrated by WLA. 

Provisioning and configuring infrastructure is another area in which WLA is 
being deployed. Defining an environment required during development within 
WLA software can ensure consistency in how the environment is configured 
and can be repeated as code moves from development to test to production. In 
this survey, almost 13% of jobs are configuring infrastructure, with 7% of jobs 
configuring public cloud and almost 6% configuring on-premises infrastruc-
tures. In a similar vein, DevOps and application release activities represent 
almost 7% of jobs. Further to the effective use of DevOps, several WLA prod-
ucts support integration with applications to allow scheduling parameters to 
be defined in code in the application (jobs as code). This can be bidirectional, 
where applications can call or invoke jobs or job streams to be run by WLA, or 
applications can self-define their scheduling needs in code to the WLA. Over 
5% of jobs involve scheduling embedded in applications. With the rise in con-
tainerized applications, WLA has also been enhanced to support containers, 
with 4.3% of jobs involved in container management.

A more recent IT trend is showing up in WLA. Robotic process automation 
(RPA) is used to automate human tasks. Sometimes referred to in the pejora-
tive as “armchair automation,” RPA is often used to automate steps between 
two applications or even two subsystems within the same ERP application. 
Rather than export data to Excel in one step, RPA can automate the function 
to modify or add to that data and upload the data in a different step. RPA soft-
ware initially focused on screen scraping to achieve its interaction with human 
interfaces to applications, but RPA is maturing and getting better at using APIs 
and other means to remove the human from machine-to-human-to-machine 
processes. As RPA use becomes more sophisticated and involved in mission-
critical functions, some are finding that WLA can add governance and control 
that is not native within RPA itself. While currently the smallest category of 
jobs, just over 4% of jobs run are orchestrating or interacting with RPA.
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Expanding Use Cases for WLA 

With the expansion of the types of jobs controlled by WLA and the drive for 
increased digitalization, the number of jobs running each month is significant 
and rising for most organizations. Workloads are shifting from big, overnight 
batch jobs to more near real-time, more frequent, and more granular functions 
(think more frequent, small batches), driving up the number of jobs run. 67% 
of organizations are running between 1,000 and 100,000 jobs per month, with 
26% running more than 100,000 jobs per month. Only 7% run less than 1,000 
jobs per month. Monthly jobs are increasing for 77% of organizations, with the 
number of jobs declining in just 6% of organizations.

WLA software is generally a combination of a core application in which jobs 
and job streams are defined, and some means to interact with and control 
applications in all the various environments where they run. Traditionally, this 
was done with agents—applications placed on the various servers or environ-
ments to locally act on the jobs in those environments, receiving direction from 
and reporting back to the mothership. Modern architectures have allowed con-
trol by web services and APIs in addition to agents. EMA finds that 52% of jobs 
are controlled with agents and 48% are controlled by web services/APIs.

How many jobs are run in production each month?
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16.3% 16.6%

11.8%

7.6%

4.4%

1.7%
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Jobs controlled by
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48.28

What percentage of jobs in production is controlled using
WLA agents versus web services/APIs?

Sample Size = 412
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Expanding Environments for WLA Software and Workloads 

Cloud computing moves compute, storage, and other infrastructure out of the 
on-premises data center and into very large, modern data centers run with 
cutting-edge tools, best practices, and serious network bandwidth. With four 
or five major cloud vendors, one might expect that this would consolidate 
and simplify computing and reduce the number of environments in which 
workloads might run. Cloud computing has certainly caused many to cease 
growing, if not outright shuttering, on-premises data centers, but many have 
focused more on doing new things in the cloud while leaving old processes in 
their on-premises locations. Many organizations do not use one public cloud 
provider, but may engage three or four for different purposes or just through 
happenstance. As edge computing emerges at the fringes of the cloud, there 
will be an exponential growth in the number of computing locations. From 
the perspective of WLA software, there are more places workloads might run, 
not fewer. 

Early in the lifecycle of cloud computing, it was thought that there would be 
seamless bursting to the cloud with workloads freely moving between on-
premises and cloud resources in a dynamic dance to balance cost and resource 
needs. This was the early definition of hybrid cloud. Over time, it seems the 
term “hybrid cloud” has been watered down to mean different things to dif-
ferent people. To some, it can mean an end-to-end process that spans both 
cloud and on-premises, but to others it can mean using on-premises, private, 
and public clouds across an organization more generally. The original defi-
nition may become the norm someday, and certainly some of that vision has 
been realized along the way. In many ways, containerization is doing more to 
achieve the dynamic processing vision than cloud computing alone. Some will 
use the term multi-cloud in place of hybrid cloud to mean the more general 
definition, and others will even use them together, as in “hybrid, multi-cloud 
strategy.” For the purposes of this report, the term multi-cloud will be used to 
mean the most generic definition of having a mix of public cloud providers, 
and/or private cloud, and/or on-premises. Essentially, there are lots of environ-
ments to run workloads.

Multi-cloud can impact WLA in two ways: 1) where the core WLA software is 
hosted and 2) where workloads are run. 

WLA Hosting
Many organizations use more than one WLA so it can live in multiple envi-
ronments even within a single organization. Public cloud is the most common 
infrastructure to host WLA at 70% (40% PaaS and 30% IaaS). Private cloud is 
used to host WLA at 56% of organizations, and on-premises is used at 40%. 
WLA can also be delivered as a service (SaaS), and 18% use WLA this way. 

Sample Size = 412, Valid Cases = 412, Total Mentions = 794

Where do you host your workload automation solution?ere do you host your workload automation solution?

18%

30%

40%

49%

56%

SaaS

Public cloud IaaS

Public cloud PaaS

On-premises

Private cloud
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Expanding Environments for WLA Software and Workloads 

EMA has been tracking WLA hosting environments since 2016. This study 
marks the first time public cloud has exceeded on-premises or private cloud 
for hosting WLA. The WLA hosting chart reflects US and Europe only because 
APAC was not included in earlier studies. Public cloud WLA hosting jumped 
significantly in both the US and Europe since 2018. On-premises WLA host-
ing has been trending down in the US since 2016 and has been relatively flat in 
Europe. Private cloud WLA hosting is also trending down. SaaS-delivered WLA 

is relatively flat (the 2016 result for SaaS: Europe is most likely a result of sam-
pling bias), but EMA expects this to increase since more WLA vendors are now 
offering SaaS. Those choosing SaaS for WLA are deciding for the same reasons 
any SaaS application might be selected, and are driven by features (59%), secu-
rity (55%), and price and reliability (tie, 53%).
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Expanding Environments for WLA Software and Workloads 

Running Workloads in the Cloud
96% of respondents are running workloads in the cloud. 47% are using both 
public and private cloud, 33% use only private cloud, and 16% use only public 
cloud. Microsoft Azure, used in 58% of organizations, is the most used public 
cloud for workloads, with IBM Cloud second at 51%. Google Cloud Platform 
shows up in third place at 37%, its highest use for such purposes in EMA 
research. 

Is your organization currently taking advantage of any
private or public cloud resources to run scheduled jobs?

Public
16%

Private
33%

Both public
and private

47%

No
4%

Which public cloud providers are you using?hich public cloud providers are you using?

58%

51%

37%

32%

23%

5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

2%

Microsoft Azure

IBM Cloud

Google Cloud
Platform
Amazon

Web Services

Oracle Cloud

Rackspace

CenturyLink
Savvis)

vCloud Air
powered by OVH

Virtustream

Verizon Cloud
(Terramark)

OVH

Sample Size = 412
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Expanding Environments for WLA Software and Workloads 

The main reasons for using private and public cloud to run jobs are dynamic 
scalability at 56% and resilience/reliability at 55%, essentially equal. Cloud 
certainly makes it easy to scale up and scale down as workloads ebb and flow 
between normal volume and high volume. Reliability can also be higher than 
on-premises environments because there is more built-in redundancy and 
cloud environments are generally well managed. Resource elasticity and pro-
visioning speed are the next-highest responses and nearly tied around 40%. 
Cloud environments, particularly public cloud, make adding and provisioning 

additional resources just clicks away. The increase in cloud usage has led to 
provisioning times shortening slightly over the past seven years. Currently, 12% 
accommodate provisioning requests on the same day and 83% within seven 
days. Cloud provides CAPEX advantages, particularly public cloud, where the 
big asset purchases can be shifted away from the organization. CAPEX sav-
ings is the reason to use cloud for 27% of respondents and 23% choose cloud for 
OPEX savings.

What are the main business reasons for using private and public cloud resources to run scheduled jobs?ain business reasons for using private and public cloud resources to run schedule

56%

55%

41%

39%

27%

23%

1%

Dynamic scalability

Resilience/reliability

Resource elasticity

Provisioning speed

CAPEX savings

OPEX savings

Other

Sample Size = 396, Valid Cases = 396, Total Mentions = 954
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Expanding Environments for WLA Software and Workloads 

IT directors are deciding where to place workloads in 43% of organizations, 
with CIOs making that call at 16%. VP cloud management, cloud architects, and 
VPs of infrastructure are also often making these decisions. Public cloud is the 
default choice for new workloads at 14% of organizations, with private cloud 

being the default for 10%. Security is the top factor determining job placement, 
followed by performance, compliance, and cost. The most common use of cloud 
resources to run workloads is additional capacity at peak times (56%), with 51% 
running permanent production jobs in the cloud.

How is your organization using private or public cloud resources to run workload automation jobs/processes?g private or public cloud resources to run workload automation jobs/proce

56%

51%

41%

31%

27%

Additional capacity for peak times

Permanent production jobs

Ad hoc creation of dev/test environments

Ad hoc cloud bursting

Low-priority jobs

Sample Size = 396, Valid Cases = 396, Total Mentions = 814
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Expanding Users for WLA 

The types and numbers of users of WLA have also expanded as WLA has 
matured and adapted to changing needs. Serving more users from across an 
organization is one characteristic of what is referred to as “democratization 
of IT.” The democratization of IT is a topic with many definitions and mean-
ings to different people. Some refer to it as the consumerization of IT, putting 
more power in the hands of consumers to access information in a self-service 
way. Some consider it a different way to share information among teams in 
companies, and some even consider it voting for leaders in companies driven 
by social media. One consistent thread is the idea of providing more access to 
technology and empowering more users, whether that is customers in B2B set-
tings, consumers, or employees across an organization. WLA products have 
been increasing the means of access and increasing access privilege controls to 
support more users with differing needs. This has increased access to informa-
tion as well as increased access to WLA automation features to a wider group 

of users within IT organizations and to business managers and staff. WLA has 
increased the use and reach across an organization, resulting in more directly 
affecting business outcomes.

Types of Users and Access to WLA
IT managers are WLA users in 62% of organizations surveyed, followed by IT 
operations at 53% and IT directors at 51%. Other IT users are prevalent and 
growing in many organizations, with IT service management using WLA in 
50% of organizations, security in 32%, IT VPs in 32%, CXOs in 30%, develop-
ment in 25%, and networking in 25%. Business users of WLA have been on the 
rise in many organizations, with 18% including business managers, 17% includ-
ing business executives, and 13% including business staff.

Which logins to the WLA software (including the central team, if you have one)?types of users have logins to the WLA software (including the central team, if you havrs have

62%

53%

51%

50%

32%

32%

30%

25%
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18%

18%

17%
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15%
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1%
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Security
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Storage

Change Management

Test

Business User

I don't know
Sample Size = 412, 
Valid Cases = 412, 

Total Mentions = 1,937
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Expanding Users for WLA 

There isn’t just a wide range of user types, but a large number of users of 
WLA. For many user types, 1-10 users is most common but 11-50 users is most 
common in development, IT operations, storage, and business staff. Obviously, 
organization size plays a factor, but what is clear from this data is that lots 

of users from many disciplines are interacting with the WLA software. In 
larger organizations, there can be thousands of users of WLA. The survey also 
revealed that every category of users is growing.

Approximately how many users of each type have logins to the WLA software?
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Expanding Users for WLA 

Not all users have the same needs of WLA, and as a result, many ways to access 
WLA have been added as the usage has expanded. General users directly 
accessing WLA software are the largest group with 26% of users, followed by 
end users who access WLA from a customized portal defined within the WLA 

software at 22%. Integrations with other software are another way some users 
can access WLA, with 19% using chat applications like Slack or Microsoft 
Teams and 18% accessing via ServiceNow. Homegrown applications to access 
WLA are used by 14% of WLA users.

Please indicate the percentage of end users that access your automation
solution by each of the following access methods.the following access methods.

22%

19%

18%

14%

1%

Within the WLA solution as a general user

Within the WLA solution as a customized portal for end users

From integrations with chat applications, like Slack or Microsoft Teams

From integrations with ServiceNow

Homegrown applications

Other (Please specify)

26%

Sample Size = 181
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Expanding Users for WLA 

Many users from many disciplines across the organization are interacting with 
WLA, but only 14% of organizations feel they are serving all relevant stakehold-
ers. Asset management, end-user management, and business staff are the top 
three groups considered to be underserved. All business job title respondents 
ranked business staff, business managers, and business executives as the top 
three underserved groups, showing that even as business users are growing, 
business people still feel underserved by WLA. Looking at all the stakeholders 
considered to be underserved, it is clear WLA’s reach across the organization is 
not done growing. 

EMA believes that the importance of adding end-user management to the WLA 
users is a result of the global pandemic. The need to automate tasks around 
managing end users increased significantly in 2020 as organizations addressed 
the need to radically increase remote access for employees working from home. 
While many WLA tools can be of assistance in automating some of the end-user 
management tasks and processes, clearly there is desire to increase support to 
this important IT function.

Sample Size = 412, Valid Cases = 412, Total Mentions = 913

Which stakeholders are currently not served through your workload automation/scheduling
software, but which you feel is most in need of being served?which you feel is most in need of being served?

14%
13%
13%
13%

12%

12%
11%
11%
11%
11%
11%

10%
10%

9%
9%

8%
8%
8%
8%
8%

No others need to be served
Asset management

End-user management
Business sta


IT operations
Network operations
Business executives

Data center
Engineering/development

Cloud
IT �nancial optimization

Business managers
Security/fraud risk management

IoT

IT executive suite (VP or CIO-level)
De�ned change management team

DevOps-driven team
Applications management/applications support

ITSM team centered in the service desk
ITSM team beyond the service desk

Cross-domain service management organization

12%
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

Organization Structures
In the early days of job scheduling, the predominant users were generally IT 
operators or a small team responsible for scheduling. It was a simpler set of 
users with direct access to the scheduling software. Other stakeholders, like 
developers and business operations, interacted with operators by phone or later 
by email. A centralized organization structure was the norm. With the expan-
sion of workload types and user types, and the resulting increase in complexity, 
the organization surrounding WLA changed as well. 

Respondents were asked how the workload function is managed in their 
organization. A central team responsible for WLA software installation and 
that supports the broader WLA users is the most predominate organization 

structure and is the form of organization for 33% of respondents. Central over-
sight includes managing the WLA install, training users, setting naming 
standards and other best practices, and managing global job dependencies and 
conflicts. A central team handling all WLA functions is still a common form of 
organization and is used in 26% of organizations. Here only, these team mem-
bers define jobs and interact with the WLA software, although dashboards or 
other reporting and alerts may be used to communicate with other stakehold-
ers. Several forms of decentralized organization are also used by about 40% of 
organizations. 

How is the workload automation function managed in your IT operations?ow is the workload automation functi

33%

26%

12%

11%

10%

7%

A central team is responsible for the WLA
install, oversight, and naming standards;

others have logins to manage their speci�c
application/job parameters.

A central team handles all aspects of the job
scheduling/workload automation tasks.

ERP applications, like SAP or other major
application categories, each have their own

separate WLA install.

Teams use the native scheduling/automation
capabilities of their platform/application

rather than a WLA tool.

Di erent teams use the same WLA install to
manage their siloed applications with no

central oversight.

Teams use their preferred WLA tooling
without centralized control or oversight.

Job scheduling is
decentralized

40%

Centrally managing
most jobs

33%

Centrally managing
all jobs

26%

Sample Size = 412
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

The most prevalent decentralized WLA teams are those specifically support-
ing ERP applications. This form of organization exists in 12% of those surveyed. 
Interviews conducted for EMA Radar Reports on WLA have included many 
such ERP-specific teams. Often, this is the first time an enterprise-class WLA 
software is deployed in the organization and purchased specifically to orches-
trate ERP workloads. One such ERP-focused team started using WLA for a new 
SAP implementation. Seven years later, that ERP-focused team found them-
selves supporting SAP, the WLA software, and became the de facto central 
oversight for WLA support and training group for six other IT groups within 
their company. The team was not officially a WLA team and the software was 
not purchased to support the entire company, but organically, others learned 
of the capabilities and begged off of the WLA software for their needs. The SAP 
team manager said the CIO was aware of this development and would consider 
adding budget and staff to support broader use of WLA, but establishing a sep-
arate WLA function was not in their plans. This was something they would 
monitor over time.

Some organizations have different teams doing their own thing, with native 
scheduling tools specific to the platforms or applications on which they work. 
This is the form of organization used by 11% of those surveyed. Some orga-
nizations will have a single WLA product that everyone uses, but there is no 
centralized oversight. Each team does their own thing using the same WLA 
install. This is the form used in 10% of those surveyed. Continuing with the “do 
their own thing” theme, 7% allow different teams to both pick the WLA of their 
choice and use it as they wish with no central oversight.

Company size can play a role in which form of scheduling team organization is 
used. While central oversight is most common for all company sizes, it is most 
prominent in medium-sized companies. Large companies are more likely to 
have decentralized teams, but all forms of organization are used across all com-
pany sizes.

Small Medium Large

How is the workload automation function managed in your IT operations?
By Company size

mall Medium Large

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

A central team handles all aspects of the job scheduling/workload
automation tasks.

A central team is responsible for the WLA install, oversight, and naming
standards; others have logins to manage their speci�c application/job

parameters.

Di�erent teams use the same WLA install to manage their siloed
applications with no central oversight.

Teams use their preferred WLA tooling without centralized control or
oversight.

Teams use the native scheduling/automation capabilities of their
platform/application rather than a WLA tool.

ERP applications, like SAP or other major application categories, each
have their own separate WLA install.
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

 In looking at many characteristics of fully centralized teams versus central 
oversight, there are very few differences in their success with the software in 
terms of ease of management, job failure rates, missed SLAs, etc.; however, dif-
ferences do emerge comparing centralized to decentralized forms. More detail 
will follow using this simplified grouping. EMA has studied centralized versus 
decentralized scheduling team organization in studies back to 2013. In 2013, 
EMA surveyed the US only, with Europe added starting in 2016. Using the 

simplified view of centralized forms vs. decentralized forms of organization, a 
clear trend toward more decentralized teams comes into focus. Prior to 2020, 
decentralized was one undefined response category in the survey. 2020 was the 
first time decentralized was broken out in more detail. This may have led to a 
slight increase in those selecting decentralized compared to past surveys, but 
EMA believes the trend is favoring decentralized scheduling teams. 

Centralized vs. Decentralized Scheduling Teams
2013 - 2020 
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

Those that have centralized scheduling teams have between 2 and 50 team members, with 69% being between 6 and 20 members.

How many people make up the central scheduling/WLA team?

Note: Using midpoints of ranges, a weighted average team size is 13 for small companies and
15 for medium and large companies, showing little di�erence. 

0%

15%

34%

0%

69%

18% 17%

8%

5%4%

1 2-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 More than 50

Sample Size = 246
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

Outcomes
How WLA teams are organized is interesting, but what matters is what is 
effective for a given organization. Respondents were asked how they would 
describe their WLA environment. 36% selected easy to manage or very easy to 
manage, while just 14% find it difficult or very difficult to manage. 49% selected 

complex, but manageable. Centralized teams are more likely to feel that WLA 
is complex, but manageable, while decentralized teams are more likely to feel 
that WLA is easy to manage.

How would you describe your scheduling/workload automation environment?

Overall Centralized vs. decentralized

Centralized Decentralized

3%

11%

49%

27%

9%

Very di�cult to
manage

Di�cult to
manage

Complex, but
manageable

Easy to
manage

Very easy to
manage

Centralizeed Decentralize lizedlize

2%

10%

56%

22%

10%

4%

14%

39%

35%

8%

Very di�cult to
manage

Di�cult to
manage

Complex, but
manageable

Easy to manage Very easy to
manage

Sample Size = 412
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

When asked about job failure rates, 86% said their goal was a 99.99% job suc-
cess rate or better, but only 12% are achieving a failure rate of less than .01%. 
For 48%, job failures are less than 1%, with 42% experiencing 1% to less than 
3%. For the remaining 10%, job failures are greater than 3%. Centralized teams 

have slightly lower job failure rates compared to decentralized teams. Using the 
midpoint of each range, the weighted average job failure rate is 1.26% for cen-
tralized teams and 1.44% for decentralized teams.

What is your job failure and job rerun rate over the past 12 months?

Less than 1% failure48% 1% to less than 3% failure42% 3% to greater than 5% failure10%Less th48% han 1% faiLess th 1%42%lure 3% to grea10%% to less th1%2% % failure 1han 3%

12%

18% 18%

23%

19%

6%

3%

1%

Less than .01% .01% to .09% .1% to .99% 2% to 2.99% 3% to 3.99% 4% to 4.99% Greater than 5%1% to 1.99%

Sample Size = 412
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

Respondents were also asked about the need to manually intervene in a WLA 
process. 30% had less than one manual intervention per week, while 52% had 
one to three manual interventions per week, and 19% had one or more manual 
interventions per day. Converting all ranges to times per week and using the 

midpoint of each range, the weighted average weekly interventions is 1.74 for 
centralized teams and 2.42 for decentralized teams. Centralized teams experi-
ence fewer manual interventions; however, the time required for each manual 
intervention is similar for both forms of team organization.

Sample Size = 412

On average, how often do you or your sta� need to manually intervene in a WLA process?
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

Another measure of success with WLA is how often WLA problems resulted in 
missed SLAs. Respondents were asked how many times WLA problems resulted 
in missed SLAs in the past 12 months. 21% had one or no missed SLAs, 60% had 
two to ten missed SLAs, and 16% had 11 or more missed SLAs, with some having 
more than 20. Using the midpoint of each range, the weighted average number 
of job failures resulting in missed SLAs is 5.07 for centralized teams and 6.83 
for decentralized teams. Centralized teams are experiencing fewer missed 

SLAs, and again, centralized teams are having better success than their decen-
tralized counterparts.

It is interesting that decentralized teams were more likely to feel that managing 
their WLA software was easy, while centralized teams were more likely to feel 
managing their WLA software was complex, but manageable—yet it is the cen-
tralized teams that are producing better results.

Sample Size = 412

How many times have job failures or other WLA problems resulted in missed SLAs in the past 12 months?
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

Leadership and Executive Viewpoints
Corporate culture and executive priorities can play a big part in determining 
effectiveness of an organization overall and of individual teams and pro-
cesses. Budgets reflect the priorities of an organization’s leadership and can 
drive innovation or stagnate progress depending on the availability of fund-
ing. Respondents were asked about executive awareness and perception of 
the scheduling function. When asked how business executives feel about the 

need to manage processing schedules, 68% felt that some or most understand 
it is mission-critical. For centralized teams, 71% feel that some or most under-
stand it is mission-critical, while decentralized teams are not as positive at 61%. 
Decentralized teams had 18% reporting that managing processing schedules 
was often ignored or ignored until it breaks, while centralized teams were half 
that negative at 9%. 

How do you think business executives feel about the need to manage processing schedules?

Centralized vs. Decentralized

Centralized DecentralizedCentralized Decentralized

2%

7%

18%

42%

31%

5%

13%

20%

38%

23%

It is ignored until it breaks

It is often ignored

Business executives are neutral

Some understand it is mission-critical

Most understand it is mission-critical

Sample Size = 412
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

Respondents were also asked about their organization’s posture toward auto-
mation, with 16% identifying as status quo or slow to automate, 26% follow 
others, and 58% are more creative in their use of automation. Interestingly, 

centralized teams were more likely to be creative with automation while decen-
tralized teams were more likely to be slower to automate. 

No or slow Automation followers Driving automation

Centralized 14% 23% 63%

Decentralized 20% 30% 51%

Sample Size = 412

38%

Which statement best describes your organization's posture toward automation?
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

Budget for automation tools was also explored. Respondents were asked about 
the probability of getting funding for new automation tools with 11% having 
no or improbable budget, 16% favoring automation but not budgeted, and 73% 

somewhat or very probable. Budget availability for new tools was not signifi-
cantly different for centralized and decentralized teams.  

How would you describe the likelihood of getting funding for new automation tools in your organization?
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47%
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WLA Team Organization Structures and Outcomes

In many organizations, what gets measured tends to be what gets done. 
Respondents were asked if expanding automation was important to manage-
ment and one of their goals for the next year, with 89% agreeing or strongly 
agreeing. However, only 31% reported expanding automation as a factor in 
measuring their performance. Centralized teams and those identifying as 
being more aggressive toward automation were both more likely to be mea-
sured for job completion success rates and customer satisfaction when 
compared to either decentralized teams or those identifying as being less 
aggressive toward automation. 

When asked if their business would benefit from a more centralized view of all 
forms of automation across IT and business processes, 85% agree or strongly 
agree. It would be easy to assume that this 15% overlaps with those old school 
and slow to automate folks since the numbers nearly line up. In fact, there is a 
high correlation with the old school and slow to automate group, but there are 
several from the very creative and creative groups. Conversely, there are also 
several from the old school and slow to automate group who do agree with the 
need for more cohesive orchestration of automation.

Our business would bene�t from a more centralized view of all
forms of automation across IT and business processes. 
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33%

Strongly disagree
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WLA is a key part of IT operations automation, and EMA believes there is great 
potential to continue the expansion of WLA as a broader automation orchestra-
tion platform. EMA is not alone in this belief, as 86% of respondents agree or 
strongly agree.

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement:
Workload automation tools should be expanded to orchestrate 

automation tools across the enterprise.
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Making Automation an Organizational Priority 

Automation does not just happen. It takes assessment of the current environ-
ment, understanding of how things work, and vision to see how things could 
work. Often, the folks closest to the work know what could make their job 
easier, but they do not feel empowered to bring those ideas forward or feel those 
ideas will get resources to become reality. It takes leadership to create a culture 
in which automation can thrive. 

A big inspiration for this research was a scheduling team manager interviewed 
for an EMA Radar Report for WLA. This individual worked in a company that 
achieved significant automation that included their WLA software right in the 
mix of processes key to running the business more effectively. It reached out 
to the point of sale of their 3,600 locations and straight up to the CEO’s office. 
When asked how this was possible, the response was twofold. First, leadership 
of the company was credited with creating a culture of striving to automate 
and empower everyone on that mission. That is certainly important and some-
what rare, but the real magic may have been in the second part of the response. 
This IT manager, running a central oversight type team of about 15 people in 
the bowels of the IT organization, also said that he talks to businesspeople both 

at corporate and out at the stores regularly. He asks every businessperson he 
meets about the challenges in their jobs and what would be their desire if he 
could give them a button to automate their biggest challenge. That passion and 
communication in an organization that values creativity and empowerment 
supported by leadership is a no-lose situation.

The next two charts reflect the responses to two questions intended to learn 
how many organizations may be traveling a similar path, or at least heading 
in that direction. Respondents were asked about their organization’s efforts 
to evangelize automation across their business. Just 9% have an Automation 
Center of Excellence, and only 8% have specific individuals assigned the role 
of evangelizing automation across the business. These 17% are those with the 
most aggressive automation posture. The bulk of respondents, 79%, fell into the 
three groups that together have a positive posture toward automation, ranging 
from individual department-level focus on automation to management encour-
aging automation to department-level goals to increase automation. Merely 4% 
have no active effort to evangelize automation. 

Which statement best describes your organization's e�ort to evangelize automation across the entire business?

Positive automation posture 79% More aggressive automation posture 17%No automation goals or evangelism 4%
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30%
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Automating business processes is taking a priority in most organizations. 
Sometimes, IT does not get the same attention or resources to automate their 
processes. Respondents were also asked about their organization’s effort to 
evangelize automation across the IT organization. The results were a bit lower 
than for business process automation, but more encouraging than expected. 
Just 7% have an Automation Center of Excellence that includes the IT func-
tions in their mission, and 9% have specific individuals assigned to evangelize 

automation across the IT organization. These 16% are those with the most 
aggressive automation posture toward IT automation. The bulk of respondents, 
77%, fell into the three groups that together have a positive posture toward 
automation, ranging from individual IT team focus on automation to manage-
ment encouraging automation across the IT organization to department-level 
goals to increase automation. 7% have no active effort to evangelize automation 
across the IT organization. 

Which statement best describes your organization's e�ort to evangelize automation across the
IT organization? 

No automation
goals or evangelism 

7% Positive automation
posture 

77% More aggressive
automation posture 

16%

7%
9%

27%
25%25%

7%

We have an
Automation Center

of Excellence 

Speci�c individuals
have been assigned

the role of
evangelizing

automation across
the IT organization 

We have
department-level
goals to increase

automation 

Management has
encouraged

automation across
the IT organization 

Individual IT teams
are focused on

automating their
speci�c area 

We have no active
e�ort or goals
to evangelize

automation across
the IT organization 
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Organizations are encouraging automation across both business and IT pro-
cesses, with 96% working toward more business process automation and 93% 
working toward more IT automation. However, those most aggressively pur-
suing automation are assigning evangelists and creating Automation Centers 
of Excellence (ACoE). EMA believes the ACoE should not be limited to busi-
ness process automation. IT processes should be treated with the same regard 
as other business processes, and automation within IT should be valued on par 
with business process automation. It does not make sense to starve the soft-
ware factory or the operations that run all the new digital apps. Nothing will 
aggravate customers more than new digital apps that do not work well or are 
slow to be enhanced. The IT part of the business is in just as much need of 
automation, and in some organizations, even more so than the business opera-
tions. IT needs a voice at the ACoE, not just a seat at the table to leave with tasks 
supporting business process automation, but to have their automation needs 
addressed and projects funded as well. 

EMA believes most organizations value automation, but less than 20% are cre-
ating individual evangelists or coordinating activities with an ACoE. The ACoE 
is effective at bringing forward ideas, communicating and coordinating across 
departments, and setting big vision goals to drive the organization forward. 
This can only work with serious executive sponsorship. 

Automation is important to management and a goal for next year for 89% of 
respondents; however, only 31% are including increased automation as part 
of performance reviews. An ACoE is a good idea, but automation creativity 
should not be kept just to those assigned to this committee. There should be an 
active outreach to evangelize automation and everyone at every level should be 
encouraged to think creatively and bring forward ideas. 

Specific to WLA, EMA believes centralized WLA teams are the most effective 
means of managing WLA, with the central oversight form providing the most 
effective democratization. Organizations with centralized WLA teams tend 
to have executives with a better understanding of the WLA function. There is 
a high correlation between centralized teams and those identifying as more 
creative with automation. More executive involvement and understanding 
improve results. 

WLA is becoming more of a utility for many roles even as the original oper-
ator functions remain important. Including more user types with access 
appropriate to their role will continue to allow more stakeholders across the 
organization to benefit from WLA. Custom portals defined within WLA, dash-
boards, and integrations to applications like ServiceNow, Slack, Teams, etc. are 
an important part in benefiting those outside of the traditional WLA login. The 
most advanced WLA products help developers to quickly build out new pro-
cesses. Developers can use jobs as code to define the scheduling parameters 
for their application directly in their code. With some products, developers can 
make calls to WLA to perform a variety of scheduling, file transfer, and other 
functions. Alternatively, the job stream defined in WLA can drive the process 
and the developer can write code snippets or functions for particular custom 
needs. As IT continues to play a bigger role in business processes that reach 
outside the organization and impact customers directly, WLA will continue 
to adapt and become an even more important tool to orchestrate automation 
across the enterprise. 
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